Motivation: At present there exists no age estimate for the different protein structures found in nature. It has become clear from occurrence studies that different folds arose at different points in evolutionary time. An estimation of the age of different folds would be a starting point for many investigations into protein structure evolution: how we arrived at the set of folds we see today. It would also be a powerful tool in protein structure classification allowing us to reassess the available hierarchical methods and perhaps suggest improvements. Results: We have created the first relative age estimation technique for protein folds. Our method is based on constructing parsimonious scenarios, which can describe occurrence patterns in a phylogeny of species. The ages presented are shown to be robust to the different trees or data types used for their generation. They show correlations with other previously used protein age estimators, but appear to be far more discriminating than any previously suggested technique. The age estimates given are not absolutes but they already offer intriguing insights, like the very different age patterns of α/β folds compared with small folds. The α/β folds appear on average to be far older than their small fold counterparts. Availability: Example trees and additional material are available at http://www
INTRODUCTION
The increasing number of completely sequenced genomes provides a wealth of new material for inference of evolutionary processes and relationships. While the most directand therefore clearest-inferences may be made at the DNA sequence level, the increasing coverage and quality of genome annotation allows evolutionary inference on protein sequences, and when coupled with structural domain assignment methods, on protein structures. Techniques for these intermediate steps of genome annotation and structural domain assignment are necessarily approximate, and thus the quality of inference possible at the level of protein structure is inherently coarser than at the sequence level. Nevertheless, * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
as genome sequence and protein structure information grow, it is widely hoped that clearer conclusions may be drawn.
Various studies have made use of structural domain assignment on multiple completed genome sequences, to indicate the presence or absence of a fold on each genome (e.g. Lin and Gerstein, 2000; Hegyi et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2005) , or the number of copies of the fold on each genome (e.g. Wolf et al., 1999; Qian et al., 2001; Caetano-Anollés and CaetanoAnollés, 2003; Ranea et al., 2004; Cherkasov and Jones, 2004; Abeln and Deane, 2005) . These occurrence patterns can be used to generate phylogenetic trees with feasible topologies (Lin and Gerstein, 2000; Yang et al., 2005) , suggesting that the underlying model to build such trees, of new folds or superfamilies arising on genomes, holds. This can either be achieved by lateral gene transfer or birth of a new fold or superfamily (Yang et al., 2005) . It is becoming clear that certain folds and superfamilies are unique to a superkingdom (Wolf et al., 1999; Cherkasov and Jones, 2004; Yang et al., 2005) . This provides evidence for the innovation of new folds since the last common ancestor (unless extensive gene loss is assumed).
In this study, we use protein fold occurrence data over as wide a range of completed genomes as possible to estimate relative ages of protein folds. Previously, simple age measures have been suggested such as the number of completed genomes possessing a fold or the total number of copies of a fold detected on completed genomes (Abeln and Deane, 2005) . We provide a more sophisticated approach that incorporates the phylogenetic distribution of genomes into the analysis. The fold occurrence data is used to construct approximate wholegenome phylogenies of the species. Patterns of occurrence across these trees are then used to estimate relative fold ages.
It is now fairly well established that there are a limited number of naturally occurring protein folds of order 10 3 -10 4 (e.g. Chothia, 1992; Coulson and Moult, 2002; Liu et al., 2004) , with the vast majority of protein families belonging to perhaps 1000-folds, of which approximately half are now represented in the Protein Data Bank (Berman et al., 2000; Koonin et al., 2002) . The question arises as to whether this represents an approximately equilibrium distribution of folds, with protein evolution dominated by convergence to a functionally more 'designable' set of structures, or whether this is a snapshot in a predominantly divergent evolutionary scenario of continual innovation and diversification. This investigation of protein structure evolution requires a method of structural classification. Here we use structural classification of proteins (SCOP), which is based on a fourlevel hierarchy of protein families, superfamilies, folds and classes. In this classification divergent evolutionary relationships are postulated to exist at the superfamily level below the fold level. The evolutionary relatedness of structures at the fold level of the classification remains in debate, although some cases of convergent evolution exist (Murzin, 1998) , many including Koonin et al. (2002) argue that most folds are monophyletic.
Using the SCOP classification system we can examine the occurrence patterns of folds on genomes. These occurrence patterns could be described as the result of gene or domain duplication, deletion and acquisition events. This leads to a set of processes which create, copy and delete entire folds on genomes. For example, duplication and subsequent modification by accumulation of mutations (in a divergent evolutionary scenario) may lead to related structures of the same fold, or unrecognizable structures classified as new folds. Acquisition may be via ab initio innovation, or by horizontal gene transfer (HGT) between species. Gene inactivation is equivalent to a deletion event in this context, assuming the probability of reversion is negligible.
This brings into debate the size of ancestral genomes, and whether the genome of the last universal common ancestor (LUCA) contained many genes/folds, with subsequent evolution dominated by losses, or alternatively, LUCA contained a minimal set of genes/folds for independent survival, with current diversity built up by an excess of gains over losses. Snel et al. (2002) and Mirkin et al. (2003) use parsimony arguments with occurrence patterns of clusters of orthologous groups (COGs) of proteins on assumed bacterial phylogenies to relate LUCA inferred genome size to the relative weightings of gene loss and horizontal gene transfer (or independent innovation). Mirkin et al. (2003) favour an equal weighting of loss and HGT, yielding a LUCA genome roughly corresponding to a minimal set for functional independence. Here we will estimate the fraction of known folds or superfamilies that is ancestral to all superkingdoms.
More generally, we use patterns of fold occurrence across multiple genomes to indicate relative fold age, with folds occurring on more (or a more diverse set of ) genomes tending to be older. Consideration of the species phylogeny should allow identification of occurrence patterns with dispersal indicative of lineage-specific gene loss or HGT, and permit an assessment of relative age.
We use phylogenies reconstructed from fold and superfamily occurrence data on multiple genomes to provide estimates of fold age. Using data from two different structural domain assignment methods and several different treebuilding methods we measure the robustness of age estimates to variation in these areas. The constructed whole-genome trees segregate species into the three superkingdoms and the trees have similar topologies. The relative age based on a parsimonious reconstruction of evolutionary scenarios appears robust under the tree topologies from the different treebuilding methods. The distribution of the relative age for the different fold classes shows that α/β folds are relatively older than the other fold classes, and the class of small proteins is relatively younger. We show that our relative age estimate puts an upper limit on other possible age indicators such as protein interactions and genomic abundance.
APPROACH

Genome assignments
The analysis presented in this study is based primarily on SUPERFAMILY (SF) (Gough and Chothia, 2002) assignments, though more conservative assignments using PSI-BLAST (PB) (Altschul et al., 1997) are also considered.
The SF genome assignments were obtained from the SF database release 1.65. SF assigns SCOP structural domains to genes on completed genomes using a library of hidden Markov models of protein sequences representative of SCOP superfamily structures. This method is able to assign structural domains to a greater proportion of genes than PSI-BLAST by identifying more distant sequence homologs. Our initial SF dataset contains 185 completed genomes (19 archaea, 129 bacteria and 37 eukaryotes). One or more structural assignments were made to 56% of gene sequences in this dataset, with a false positive rate deemed to be <1%. The percentage of genes with one or more assignments varied between 81% for Blochmannia floridanus, and 19% for Trypanosoma brucei.
In a second dataset PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997 ) was used to identify occurrences of protein structural domains classified in release 1.63 of the SCOP database (Murzin et al., 1995) in the protein sequences of 157 completely sequenced genomes, comprising 17 archaea, 130 bacteria and 10 eukaryotes.
The genomes and IDs for both datasets are available in our online additional material. We use the term genomic occurrence to refer to the number of genomes on which a fold is represented, and genomic abundance as the number of copies of the fold on a genome.
Phylogenetic trees
Treebuilding was carried out by both parsimony and distance methods for comparison. Methods using both genomic occurrence (binary) and genomic abundance (copy-count) data were also tested. Various means of normalizing copy-count data for genome size and relative fold abundance were attempted with both distance and multi-state parsimony methods. Trees constructed using genomic abundance data failed to produce robust topologies or to segregate the superkingdoms effectively (data not shown). Therefore, we used only genomic occurrence data for the phylogenetic reconstructions and fold age estimation.
Distance methods
The Phylip program NEIGHBOR (Felsenstein, 2004) was used to construct neighbour-joining trees from distance matrices. The algorithm constructs unrooted trees by successive clustering of lineages, without assuming an evolutionary clock. Matrices of pairwise genomic distances were calculated from genomic occurrence (binary presence/absence of each fold on each genome) with two distance measures to allow comparison of trees. Pairwise distance measures for binary data were selected to give greater weight to shared presence of a fold than to shared absence, on the basis that the incomplete coverage of the structural assignments and the underlying structure database make inferred co-absences less conclusive than positive assignments. The distance measures used were:
where a, b, c and d are the numbers of folds on genomes G i and G j with occurrence pattern given in the table. The BrayCurtis distance weights the shared presence of a fold more highly than the Jaccard distance. Trees were calculated with each distance measure for both fold and superfamily genomic occurrence patterns in the PB and SF datasets. In each case, an extended majority-rule consensus tree was calculated from individual trees of 100 delete-half jackknife replicates of the underlying data. Tree topology robustness was assessed by reference to the percentage of such trees in which each branch was observed. Branch lengths were then added to the topology of the consensus tree using the full data and the Fitch-Margoliash method as provided by the FITCH algorithm in the Phylip package. The NEIGHBOR and FITCH algorithms make no assumptions of an evolutionary clock, and produce an unrooted tree.
Parsimony
Parsimonious trees were found by the Wagner parsimony method with global TBR using the PARS program from the Phylip package (Felsenstein, 2004) . Binary characters were considered with equal weighting and transitions between states of fold presence/absence treated symmetrically. Non-informative characters (folds occurring on one or fewer genomes) were removed from the datasets.
Extended majority-rule consensus trees were calculated for fold and superfamily genomic occurrence patterns in the PB and SF datasets from analysis of 100 delete-half jackknife replicates of the underlying data with randomized ordering of input species. For each replicate, up to 10 trees tied for the best score were retained to contribute to the consensus. Branch lengths were then added to the topology of the consensus tree using the full data and an algorithm which averages the number of state transitions over all sites and over all possible most parsimonious placements of the state transitions among branches, as implemented in the PARS program.
Tree transformation
In order to investigate relative fold age, a rooted tree is required with leaf nodes corresponding to contemporaneous genome observations. For this purpose, we rooted the tree reconstructions and applied branch length transformations based on simplifying assumptions. Accordingly, a root was imposed on the trees at the trifurcation of the superkingdoms. This was consistent with the notion that the current data was of insufficient resolution to conclusively support placing the root on any individual superkingdom branch. The branch lengths were transformed such that the genome observations were at height zero and the root at an arbitrary height one, with internal nodes distributed over the open interval (0, 1]. At each internal node, the rate of evolution in the upward (ancestral) branch was assumed to equal the average of the evolutionary rates over the paths to all leaves subtended at the node.
Relative fold age estimation
The principal aim is to provide an approximate measure of relative-rather than absolute-fold age. Furthermore, no attempt is made to provide a linear timescale, so inferred relative ages are treated purely as an approximate ordering on the time line.
We give two age estimates based on fold occurrence patterns across the species phylogeny. These age estimates correspond to the height of the node of earliest appearance of a fold on the transformed tree described above. However, the fold gain event may have occurred at any point in the branch above that node, so inferred fold ages may be considered as lower bound estimates. Ages lie in the range [0, 1] , and this analysis is unable to discriminate between different folds ascribed age 1, which are estimated to have evolved before the divergence of the superkingdoms. Similarly, different folds that are ascribed zero age are not necessarily contemporaneous.
Tree branch length transformations and age estimation routines were implemented in Matlab Release 13 (www. mathworks.com).
Convergence age
A simple fold age estimate is given by the height of the most recent node, which partitions the transformed tree such that all genomes containing that fold (genome 'hits') are within the subtree subtended at the node. This corresponds to an assumption that fold occurrence patterns are due to a single innovation event followed by lineage-specific losses within the subtree. The innovation event is identified by the node at which the lineages of all observed fold occurrences converge, and so we call this estimate the convergence age A c . This age estimate is effectively our upper bound estimate of the fold age, though in the light of our definition of fold age it is more strictly the greatest lower bound given the observations.
In cases of suspected horizontal gene transfer (or false positive structural assignments), fold occurrence is expected to be seen in clades that are phylogenetically distinct and possibly distant. This method is likely to over-estimate the age of such folds and infer a scenario of massive fold loss in the intermediate lineages in the tree. In order to identify such folds with such potentially problematic age assignments, for each fold convergence age estimate we calculate a score function for the occurrence pattern in subtree at the convergence node. The score for subtree is calculated as
where l is the number of leaves (genomes) subtended in the subtree, and n ≤ l is the number of these genomes containing the fold. A score S close to zero denotes near-uniform occurrence in the subtree, while S close to one indicates a sparse or patchy occurrence pattern. In the latter case there is less confidence in the convergence node as an age estimator, as it is possible that several HGT events within and between these two subtrees of the convergence node may have occurred and it is less probable that the fold arose near the convergence node.
Parsimony age
A more sophisticated fold age estimate attempts to account for the possibility of HGT of folds. The occurrence pattern of a fold is explained by the allocation of gain and loss events across the tree according to principles of maximum parsimony. The reconstructed scenario depends on the relative weighting of horizontal gene transfer and parallel gene loss events (Snel et al., 2002) , so the convergence age estimate presented above effectively represents a method of this type with extreme penalization of gain events.
We make parsimonious allocations of gain and loss events using methods proposed by Mirkin et al. (2003) . These authors investigated various methods for parsimonious evolutionary reconstruction of occurrence patterns of COGs and the effect of varying gain penalty on the inferred genome size and functional independence of a putative last universal common ancestor. They found that equal weighting of gain and loss penalties (yielding a minimum total number of gain and loss events) gave LUCA genome reconstructions roughly consistent with functional independence. We therefore choose equal gain and loss penalties in our parsimonious reconstructions. In order to compensate for differences in likelihood of false positive and false negative assignments we could investigate different weights on loss and gain penalties in future work. While implementations of the various methods were tested following Mirkin et al. (2003) (data not shown), only those results for the general case (no independence assumption) of the PARS-G algorithm are presented here as the parsimony age A p .
For each fold parsimony age estimate we record the number of gains N G and losses N L in the reconstructed fold evolutionary scenario. N G = 1 corresponds to a single fold innovation event, while N G > 1 implies that the parsimoniously reconstructed scenario contains N G − 1 events of HGT or independent/convergent innovation, or some number of false positive structural assignments. False positives are more likely to occur in single genomes (subtrees of zero age) than localized clade-like groups, and they are therefore less likely to affect parsimony age estimates A p than the convergence estimates.
In order to compare superkingdom-dependent features, such as mean copies and interactions, with the relative age, we develop a superkingdom specific age (A pK ). This can also correct for lineage-specific evolution rates between the superkingdoms. A simple approach would calculate A pK as A p on the subtree for that superkingdom (K ∈ {A, B, E}). However, this would ignore information about occurrence on genomes in other superkingdoms. We would like to distinguish between a fold ancestral to the subtree K and a fold ancestral to the complete tree. To preserve information about occurrence in other superkingdoms we use the following rules to calculate A pK : if A p = 1 than A pK is the height of the highest node in K, otherwise if A p = 1 than A pK = 1 unless there is a loss at the highest node in K, in that case A pK is the height of the highest node in K. To understand the special case for a most parsimonious loss at the top node of K, we can consider the example in Figure 1 . The fold seems ancestral to all archaea and eukaryotes, but it only occurs on a few bacterial genomes. If we try to relate mean copies on bacteria and relative age for bacteria, it seems more plausible to assume that this fold has been obtained later in evolution for some bacterial genomes, e.g. by HGT.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Occurrence pattern trees
Species trees reconstructed from the full data were unable to segregate the superkingdoms reliably and showed low jackknife consensus values, indicating poor resolution and robustness of the tree topology (data not shown). By comparison of the various trees constructed by parsimony and distance methods and based on fold and superfamily occurrence data, it was possible to identify certain genomes in the datasets the clustering of which was problematic and gave rise to much of the topological uncertainty. These species corresponded principally to pathogens and endosymbionts, particularly those of very reduced genome size, and the combined effects of increased HGT and widespread gene loss in such species readily explain the difficulty in phylogenetic clustering. In order to allow more reliable trees to be constructed, these were removed from the initial datasets and are listed in supplementary material. Figure 1 shows the phylogeny constructed from SF superfamily occurrence data using the Jaccard distance measure, examples of the other phylogenies based on PB data and different treebuilding methods are shown in our online material. Trees constructed by the different methods show similar topologies. Jackknife consensus values indicate robust segregation of the superkingdoms in all cases and generally reliable clustering close to the leaves in all superkingdoms. Lower consensus values on branches at higher levels within the bacteria and archaea coincide with expectations that the phylogenetic signal in these regions is noisier owing to multiple HGT events. The parsimony tree gives generally lower consensus values than the distance trees, and the branch lengths give greater separation of node heights. Phylogenies reconstructed from superfamily occurrence data show higher jackknife consensus values than fold-based trees as some resolution is lost in collating superfamily data into folds. The topologies of fold-based and superfamily-based trees using the same treebuilding method are largely consistent.
While the superfamily-based trees are based on fuller data and have better consensus values than the fold-based trees, it is not easy to select the treebuilding method that gives the best results by inspection of the topologies. Between the distance methods, neighbour-joining with Jaccard distances appears to adhere slightly closer to the standard taxonomy than with Bray-Curtis distances. The parsimony method gives lower consensus values, but is roughly equivalent to the distance methods in its reproduction of the standard taxonomy. It also provides greater distinction of node heights than the distance methods.
Convergence age
We initially compare the convergence (A c ) and parsimony (A p ) age measures (last column Table 1) .
Where(A c ) and (A p ) are identical there is reasonable confidence in the estimates of the node at which a fold arose (assuming the tree topology is correct): the occurrence patterns are compactly contained in a single clade, generally with scores S < 0.5 indicating a reasonably full representation on genomes within the clade. In the PB data these folds represent ∼76% of the total, 44% being considered ancestral to all superkingdoms. In the SF data they make up 55% of the total, with the percentage of ancestral folds being similar to the PB data. The difference is indicative of more dispersed fold occurrence patterns in the SF data, which may be the result of the greater fold assignment rate or of inclusion of a more diverse set of genomes. The different treebuilding methods give fairly consistent results. Differences in the number of folds with A p = A c are suggestive of differences in tree topology, and Fig. 1 . An example tree with occurrence pattern for SCOP superfamily a.94.1, ribosomal protein L19 (L19e). The tree was created with SF data on superfamily occurrence patterns, using the Jaccard distance measure. The right pointing triangles indicate gain events, the left pointing triangles loss events. The node at the root determines the relative age for: A c = A p = A pA = A pE = 1.0. The grey gain event is the highest gain event in the bacterial subtree, which determines A pB = 0.15. Keys to the genomes can be found at http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/∼abeln/foldage/SF_dataset.html The fraction of folds and superfamilies which is thought to be ancestral to at least two superkingdoms is shown in the first column, and the fraction of folds ancestral to all superkingdoms in the middle column. Note that owing to the trifurcation at the top of each tree, A c = 1 and A p = 1, when the fold is ancestral to at least two superkingdoms. In the middle column A c all = 1 is defined as A cA = A cB = A cE = 1, or the folds that occur at least once in each kingdom (cf. the last column in Table 2) . A p all = 1 is defined as A pA = A pB = A pE = 1, or the folds that are ancestral to each kingdom according to the parsimony algorithm (cf. middle column in Table 2 ). The last column shows the fraction of folds with a high confidence indicator, where A p = A c is the fraction of folds for which convergence and parsimony age coincide, S < 0.5 the fraction of folds for which occurrence patterns under the convergence node are near uniform and g ≤ 2 the fraction of folds for which parsimony assigns 2 gains or less, which indicates a low HGT/false positive rate.
show that the SF data yields greater tree variability. The fraction of folds with A p < A c = 1 is considerably higher in SF data (42-46% versus 17-19%) and relates to the number of folds predominantly occurring in one superkingdom but having very restricted occurrence in others. This statistic may be a reasonable indicator of either very recent HGT events undetected in PB data (or not on the PSI-BLASTed genomes) or false positives in the data. The score function S indicates that both measures (A c and A p ) are fairly good indicators of confidence in the assignment of fold age to the convergence node. Age assignments according to the convergence node are very sensitive to occurrences in outlying clades resulting from HGT or false positive assignments. We do not explore the convergence age or these score functions further since the parsimony age estimate is more robust. The parsimony method gives a more reliable estimate of the node of origin of a fold owing to its reduced sensitivity to false positives and its ability to estimate likely HGT/false positive events. Consistency between trees suggests a reasonable level of confidence in the robustness of general conclusions.
Parsimony age
The parsimony principle is a generalized approximation of fold evolution and is not necessarily adhered to on an individual basis. Figure 2 shows good agreement for Parsimony age estimates A p based on three different treebuilding algorithms.
The association between the age measures by different tree methods is strong with the closest-and apparently linearcorrelation being between the Jaccard and Bray-Curtis alpha/beta alpha+beta beta alpha small Fig. 2 . Parsimony age A p against fold quantile (fraction of folds smaller than the given age) for all trees using SF assignments. The age distribution of each fold class is shown as 6 lines: {superfamily-and fold-based trees} × {parsimony, Jaccard and Bray-Curtis distance methods}.
distance methods. The high correlation coefficient values and a relatively small number of outlying folds indicate that there is generally good agreement between the age measures on the different trees presented (results not shown). Problematic assignments are relatively few and caused mainly by (1) lack Occurrence of SCOP folds and superfamilies present in all genomes, in ≥50% of the genomes of a given superkingdom or in at least one genome in each superkingdom. Percentage values are expressed in relation to the total number of structural assignments made for that class on the genomes studied.
of tree definition in the early bacteria and (2) variation of parsimonious scenario assignment between origin in LUCA and origin at the top superkingdom node owing to small topological differences. All three treebuilding methods give high correlations of age estimates based on superfamily-and fold-based trees, suggesting relatively little loss of information in superfamily collation. Age comparisons accord with previous observations: differences are clustered around the top bacterial nodes where there is least tree resolution; the parsimony trees show this region of uncertainty across a wider age range owing to the relative extension of branch lengths at the doubtful nodes; folds with doubtful assignments are relatively few.
Comparisons with the standard taxonomy suggested the Jaccard distance method is more representative than the BrayCurtis distance method, and correlations between the methods showed parsimony as closer to Jaccard than to Bray-Curtis. All methods give high Spearman correlations coefficients for the ages derived from fold-and superfamily-based trees (ρ > 0.9, with P -values <2 × 10 −16 ).
Fold age by class
Fold parsimony age estimates for the SF superfamily-based parsimony tree are collated by fold class and shown in Figure 2 . Folds with nodes of origin at the root (A p = 1) or at leaves (A p = 0) are grouped separately to avoid distortion of age categories. Folds identified as ancestral constitute a major fraction (>25%) of all fold classes except small proteins. α/β folds show the oldest age distribution, with 82% of folds observed in this class estimated to be of ancestral origin. This agrees with other indications of extreme age for this class based on fold copy numbers in bacteria (Abeln and Deane, 2005) and high occurrence in all three superkingdoms (Table 2) . Taylor et al. (2002) show that α/β folds contain more internal structural symmetry, even if repeats with high sequences similarity are not taken into account. Furthermore, Harrison et al. (2002) found that most gregarious folds, matching 20% or more of the other folds in the database, are alpha-beta proteins (note that this study does not distinguish between the α/β and α +β classes). Overall, there seems to be increasing evidence that α/β folds are different, and perhaps these differences could be explained by the older age of this class.
Comparison to other age indicators
In Figures 3 and 4 we compare parsimony age A p with other statistics considered indicators of fold age.
Protein-protein interactions
It is suggested that the number of protein-protein interactions may correlate well with age, on the basis of evolutionary models of interaction networks (Barabási and Oltvai, 2004) and biological evidence from cross-genome comparisons of interacting proteins (Eisenberg and Levanon, 2003) . This implies that the age of a fold should be correlated with the maximum number of interactions of any member of the fold.
Yeast and Helicobacter pylori genome interaction data were taken from the DIP database (Xenarios et al., 2002) . Genome assignments using SF were made for H.pylori and Yeast proteins. We grouped each gene with interaction data in one or more superfamily and took the gene with the maximum number of interactions as representative for each superfamily. In Yeast we could assign 636 superfamilies with interaction The gap for 0.63 < A pE < 1.0 corresponds to the difference in height between the root of the tree and the highest eukaryotic node (Fig. 1) . The tree to determine A pB and A pE was created with SF data on superfamily occurrence patterns, using the Jaccard distance measure. The background colouring indicates the number of plotted points in that area in the graph. A log scale is used to represent areas from 1 to the highest number of points, from light to dark grey.
data, of which 420 were identified as ancestral to all eukaryotes (A pE = 1) and in H.pylori 321 superfamilies, of which 270 were identified as ancestral to bacteria. Figure 3 shows a qualitative relationship between A pK and protein-protein interactions: folds that have high interaction numbers tend to be old, but old folds do not necessarily have many interactions. Principally, folds associated with specific essential functions may be ancestral without being highly connected in the interaction network. Such folds are seen with low interaction numbers and age A pK = 1. Since we only have a small number of superfamilies (with known structures) specific to Yeast or H.pylori in our sets, not many superfamilies with assigned interactions have a young relative age. This makes it difficult to use statistical tests over the full range of the data. However, it is clear that the unassigned genes have a lower average of interactions, which suggests that this relation will become stronger when more data becomes available.
Mean copies
It has been shown several times that the number of copies of a fold per genome follows an approximate power-law distribution (Qian et al., 2001; Cherkasov and Jones, 2004) , with most folds having few copies on a genome and few folds having many copies. Various authors have suggested models to address the evolutionary processes described above acting at the level of whole genes (Qian et al., 2001; Karev et al., 2002) . The model by Qian et al. (2001) suggests that folds which arose earlier in evolution are able to have more copies on a genome. Figure 4 shows the relation between A p and the number of mean copies per genome for the three superkingdoms, where the number of mean copies is calculated as the total number of hits of a domain on the genomes divided by the number of genomes on which it occurs. In general folds with a low A p have only a small number of copies; whereas, folds with A p close to one can, but do not necessarily, have many copies per genome.
As expected, Figure 4 shows a much higher number of copies in eukaryotes than for the other superkingdoms. This is probably caused by the relative lack of selective pressure on genome size in eukaryotes.
The relatively high number of copies for A p = 0 might be explained by lineage-specific processes. It is evident that the process of duplication is also dependent on the functional characteristics of the fold and genome lineage-specific issues giving rise to differential selective pressures (Ranea et al., 2004) .
CONCLUSION
The increasing number of completed genomes provides a rich source of new data for investigating protein structure evolution through their occurrence patterns across multiple genomes. The coupling of such analysis with phylogenetic information on the relationship between the genomes potentially allows a far better picture of the relevant evolutionary processes to be developed by investigation of putative ancestral genomes.
We construct whole-genome trees using the full fold and superfamily domain assignment data for a large set of genomes. Difficulties in constructing these trees are recognized as resulting from lineage-specific traits, such as highly reduced genome size in many bacterial pathogens and from data inadequacies such as low domain assignment rates in certain species or possible false positive assignments. A parsimonious reconstruction of evolutionary scenarios for each fold yields relative fold age estimates that are surprisingly robust to tree topology variation. To our knowledge, no such relative age estimate for protein folds as yet exists in the literature.
The age measure presented appears to be a more discriminating indicator of fold age than any of the suggested alternative correlations to simple fold genomic occurrence, genomic abundance, maximum number of protein interactions or the number of superfamilies under the fold. Results indicate that α/β folds are relatively older than other fold classes, and the class of small proteins is relatively younger. This agrees with . Parsimony age for specific kingdoms A pK against mean copies per kingdom. The tree to determine A pK was created with SF data on superfamily occurrence patterns, using the Jaccard distance measure. Spearman correlation coefficients with corresponding P -values are shown for the three data sets.
non-phylogenetic analyses of fold genomic abundance carried out on the same data. This kind of analysis may also allow an assessment of the suitability of the current SCOP hierarchy definition, though the current data proved insufficient for this purpose owing to the dominance of unifolds. Incorporation of data for additional genomes as they become available should improve the resolution and reliability of the inferred phylogenies.
